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ABSTRACT 

 

 

 
 

This research discussed the occurrences of swear words used among 

Malaysian gamers in live streaming online games on YouTube. Swearing is 

an interesting phenomenon whereby people swear to express their emotions. 

Over the recent years, due to the rapid advancement of digital technology, it 

can be seen that there is an increasing and higher demand for the gaming 

industry. Hence, it is relevant and significant to have a deeper analysis of the 

conversational interaction between gamers that aims to enlarge the field of 

research on the use of swearing when playing online games. In order to 

answer the research questions, this research adopted a descriptive qualitative 

method by means of conversation analysis. The data of this study were 

consist of three transcriptions of video clips of gameplay obtained from 

YouTube. The findings revealed that there were utterances of English and 

Malay swear words used among Malaysian gamers while playing online 

games and each of them carries different functions based on the pragmatic 

context. There were four interactional functions of swear words uttered by 

Malaysian online gamers in online games namely social swearing, emphatic 

swearing, humorous swearing and aggressive swearing in this study. 

Interestingly, this study shows that swearing plays many important functions 

in language based on the pragmatic context. This study could also benefit to 

the social science field especially for language courses as it investigates on 

how the way people interact with others online. 
 

Keywords: Swearing, Pragmatics, Online games, Conversation Analysis   
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CHAPTER ONE 

INTRODUCTION 

 

 

 

 

1.0 OVERVIEW OF THE CHAPTER  

This chapter will briefly look at the background of the study and also the issue that 

was being addressed in this research. The significance or importance of the study about 

the occurrences of swear words or use of foul language in online games also will be 

explained. Besides that, research questions and objectives of this research will be 

discussed. Lastly, definition of terms will be briefly stated and mentioned in this 

chapter.  

 

1.1 BACKGROUND OF THE STUDY 

In fact, language is fundamental to any social interaction in society regardless 

of place and time period. It is both a central system of communication between 

individuals and a social phenomenon in which all of these are interrelated and 

intertwined with each other. In addition, language and social interaction have a 

reciprocal relationship whereby language shapes social interactions and social 

interactions shape language. People communicate and interact with each other in a lot 

of different ways. There is a wide range of ways in communicating with people which 

are verbal, non-verbal and written communication and there could be more than one 

happening at any given time. As of today, online communication seems to be more 

prevalent and ubiquitous in modern society. On the other side, another important aspect 
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that can be highlighted and seemed to appear in the communication circle is 

impoliteness. It is a social phenomenon whereby it seems to happen wherever people 

go.  

As time evolves with the advancement and rapid development of technology, 

communication today is not only limited by having face-to-face interaction, but it can 

also take place through online or computer-mediated-communication (CMC) which 

involves the interaction between two or more people through a network connection by 

using individual computers. Interestingly, the evolution of new technology in the 21st
t 

century has given rise to online live streaming of digital or video games which are 

gaining popularity rapidly and it has become a new set of ways or configuration of 

communication nowadays. According to Kwak, Blackburn and Han (2015), online 

games are enormously popular these days which is included as sociable media and 

feasibly one of media-based entertainment's most complex forms. In addition, online 

games may provide two-person interaction tools, as well as it enables the 

communication between the entire groups and communities. Massively Multiplayer 

Online Games (MMOG) is a game genre that involves with a lot of people from another 

parts of the world which we can play and interact together.  

 As far as of today, it can be seen that the explosive growth of online games has 

turned into a booming global industry and it attracts many people to get into the gaming 

world as it is a current trend and expected to have a higher demand and increase in the 

number of users especially among gamers. Looking at the uses and gratification theory, 

many researchers especially those from the mass communication field are using this 

theory to study, elucidate and provide the answers on why people use certain media and 

what are the benefits that they will get after using it. Hence, it can be applied here that 
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the relevance of playing online games could be for several reasons including as an 

entertainment and social interaction (Aisar, Mohd Nazri & Nur Salina, 2015).  

In addition, it is also stated that these days there are even some people getting 

and generating a lot of profits from this online game. Undoubtedly, the gaming industry 

has a spot in many people’s hearts and for some people, they even make it a career or 

job. Besides that, the technology that we have today has spurred and stepped up the 

gaming experience to an advanced level whereby people now can access and do live 

streaming while playing games. According to Recktenwald (2017), since online live 

streaming has become a fast-growing broadcast and known by a lot of people nowadays, 

it has somewhat created the language of online live streaming as a new site of talk-in-

interaction and there is a growing interest in conversation analysis within this area or 

field.  

Whether we realize it or not, when playing games, we might encounter 

suspenseful and nerve-wracking moments or perhaps too immerse in the game world 

and sometimes might use and utter swear words to express our strong emotions at that 

particular time. This indirectly may lead to the occurrences of swear words whereby 

generally people swear to share their expressions, for example, towards their mutual 

friends, followers or opponents. To illustrate more, some of the users utter these words 

to emphasize and express their emotions especially when they are feeling angry or 

frustrated when losing a battle or anything else that triggers them to swear. As stated by 

Jing-Schmidt (2017), swearing is often considered and related to feelings, emotions and 

expressions to convey annoyance, anger, frustration and other feelings.   

In contrast, Jing-Schmidt (2017) further explained that swearing has also been 

linked to positive aspects. Not only that, usage of swear words also related with positive 
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expressions such as love, for example “fucking love you” which it can be inferred here 

that swearing is not being used solely with negative associations. Moreover, swearing 

can be used and associated in many interesting ways. If we examine a specific language 

phenomenon, we also have to take the meaning and context into account. Pragmatics is 

a branch of linguistics study which deals with contexts that contribute to the meaning. 

In relation to this study, it is to find out the meaning behind the utterances of the swear 

words. These approaches signify the swearing by the functions it performs. 

When it comes to the occurrences of swear words, there could lead to many 

theories differing in a particular context. This study aims to fill some of the gaps in prior 

research related to swearing and online games. In doing so, it contributes to the field of 

sociolinguistics as well as the field of pragmatics and the focus is on swear words used 

by the participants while playing online games.  Therefore, this paper shall be exploring 

and investigating the conversation analysis on the occurrences of swear words among 

Malaysian gamers in live streaming online games on YouTube.  

 

 

1.2 STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM  

The problem being addressed here is swearing words are something uncommon 

to be used in our everyday lives which it might offend for some people and swearing is 

a form of impoliteness. This happens due to the swear words and taboo phrases are 

inclined to deal with things that are viewed as offensive in some way. However, as time 

goes by, nowadays it seems that people widely use it in their interaction as in this case 

in online games interaction or conversation. According to Puspita (2014), swearing 

might no longer be considered or less viewed as taboo these days since we live in a 

modern and globalized era. Thus, when people have this idea in their minds, this may 
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cause the occurrences of swear words to increase in numbers and unavoidably people 

utter it in their interaction or in digital communication. Aitchison (2006) explained that 

“swearing is no longer regarded as a restricted activity since it is used frequently in the 

society today and people use it in order to seem friendly” (p.23). This can be said that 

for some people, they have accustomed to use it especially when expressing their 

emotions.  

In addition to that, it has come to my attention that many people tend to swear 

or use rude and bad language when playing games in whatever form of online, digital 

or video games and this could be one of the interesting topics to discover and explore. 

In other words, this research can also be a useful insight into the study of impoliteness 

whereby some people might think that it is not ethical to use swear words especially 

when conversing with someone. Kwak et al. (2015) have done a research in this area 

further and found that playing games against human opponents may lead to unsavory 

or distasteful behavior like profanity, verbal aggression and others.  

Apart from that, the topic of swearing especially in the aspect of online games 

has not been well-explored and there is insufficient previous research that has been done 

or studied regarding the occurrences of swear words or foul language when playing 

online games. This made the process feel difficult at times whereby there were not many 

papers or limited in numbers that can be referred to. This societal phenomenon is 

understudied and little is known and acknowledged on why people, especially among 

gamers tend to use foul language while playing games and what triggers them to swear.  

 

1.3 SIGNIFICANCE OF THE STUDY  

The significance of this study is an effort to develop and provide a more widely 

shared understanding of swearing towards the community. Undeniably, it is an 
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interesting phenomenon whereby swearing is an aspect of language which we do not 

acquire or even learn it in formal settings such as in school and also not being taught by 

the teachers, however, people still keep using it in their everyday lives. Over the last 

decades, it was found that people did not really practice and use swearing in their 

interactions (Syahrul Rahman, 2017) whereas it can be said that, before this, the 

acceptance of profanity or swearing in the society was seen not significant compared to 

what we have today. This might be the depiction or perception of the usage of some 

swear words that have changed over time. In this study, the researcher is interested in 

analyzing the use of swear words in Malaysian gamers specifically on YouTube. 

Apart from that, with the high and increasing demand for the gaming industry, 

it is relevant and significant to have a deeper analysis of the conversational interaction 

between gamers. Thus, this study aims to enlarge the field of research on the use of 

swearing when playing online games among Malaysian gamers. As stated by Kwak et 

al. (2015), the assumption towards the unsavoury behaviour in online games may be 

still circulated and most likely to not disappear at any time soon. The implication of this 

study has brought on the concepts of politeness and social acceptability. Therefore, an 

analysis of swearing can be expected to provide a window into deeper social issues, 

particularly those related to online games especially among gamers.  

 

1.4 RESEARCH OBJECTIVES 

This study aims and seeks to  

i. To identify the swear words used by the Malaysian gamers in online games 
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ii. To study the interactional functions of swear words uttered by gamers in 

online games 

 

1.5 RESEARCH QUESTIONS  

This study attempts to answer these following questions  

i. What are the swear words used among Malaysian gamers while playing in 

online games? 

ii. What are the interactional functions of swear words uttered by Malaysian 

gamers in online games? 

 

 

1.6 DEFINITION OF TERMS   

Some of the terms in this paper were defined in order to provide a clear understanding 

of this study. 

1.6.1 Impoliteness 

According to Culpeper's (1996, 2005) Model of Impoliteness, impoliteness is purposed 

to create conflict and disharmony between the communicators in social interactions 

(Walaszewska & Piskorska, 2012 as cited in Mohamed & Nawal, 2015). 

1.6.2 Pragmatics 

According to Siddiqui (2018), he defined pragmatics as the hidden meaning of the 

writer and speaker which is also known as context-dependent aspect. 
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1.6.3 Swearing  

In this research, swearing can be defined as the usage of taboo words with the intention 

of expressing the speaker's emotions and delivering the emotional state to the listeners 

(Jay, 1992 as cited by Jay & Janschewitz, 2008). 

1.6.4 Online Games 

Online game generates activity that is played over some form of connection or 

computer network (Wang & Zhu, 2011) 
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CHAPTER TWO 

LITERATURE REVIEW 
 

 

 

2.0 OVERVIEW OF THE CHAPTER  

 This chapter will briefly discuss the swearing phenomenon and online games 

based on the prior and past research. It starts with the swearing as a whole, then followed 

by the categories of swearing based on the pragmatic functions. Next, this chapter also 

discusses on online game, live streaming and lastly the conversation analysis. 

 

2.1 SWEARING 

There are many explanations and views pointed out by numerous scholars 

regarding the topic of swearing. To begin, Ljung (2011) defined swearing in two 

different things. The first one is the situation when dealing with making a promise or 

oath-taking. The second definition of swearing is when someone is in anger, he or she 

is using unpleasant or offensive language and it indicates an act of appealing harm 

towards something. Another definition of swearing could also be found in Anderson 

and Trudgill (2007) which they described it when a language is used together with 

expressions that refers to something taboo or stigmatized depending on the culture of 

the swearer, not meant to be interpreted literally and also can be used to express strong 

emotions and feelings. All of these combinations have resulted in greater expressive 

power in expression.  
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 We sometimes do not realize that we might use rude or offensive words when 

communicating with people. As mentioned by Pluszczyk (2015), swearing is a 

linguistic phenomenon and it is commonly regarded as inappropriate, rude and wrong. 

This is because inevitably swearing leads or contributes to the breach of certain cultural 

and social norms. In addition to that, there are some people also viewed swearing as a 

taboo which is related to something that is unacceptable, avoided and forbidden to talk 

about (Anggita, 2015). It might lead to uneasiness, harm and injury for one’s identity. 

This can be supported by Fairman (2009) cited in Anggita (2015) which every society 

has its own views and restrictions on taboo acts. In other words, different cultures have 

different ideas and views of taboos depending on the social context. Therefore, swearers 

use taboo words in cursing to emphasize the message swearers wish to deliver. (Ljung, 

2011) 

 In another point of view, swearing is also linked or associated with impoliteness. 

According to Culpeper's (1996, 2005) Model of Impoliteness point of views, 

impoliteness is purposed to create conflict and disharmony between the communicators 

in social interactions (Walaszewska & Piskorska, 2012 as cited by Mohammed & Abbas, 

2015). As mentioned by Intan, Naem, Marlyna and Kesumawati (2017), the utterance 

of swear words or cursing must be avoided while interacting with people because it 

seems to be impolite and lack of discretion in the society. This happens due to swear 

words and taboo acts or phrases tend to deal with things which are offensive in some 

manner. Thus, it can be said that the essence regarding cursing or swearing might be 

considered as impolite and offensive for some people whereby it lays down on the 

reason that because the swear words are always used to convey and express strong 

emotions.  
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However, in another side of views, few researchers have found that swearing is 

not only related or regarded with negative associations. For certain groups of people, 

swearing is considered as common and is perceived positively. Crystal (2005) and 

Burridge (2004) as cited in Jackova (2010) agreed that swearing helps someone to 

release anger which it is viewed as in positive aspects and thus eventually getting the 

restoration of peace in the swearers’ mind. Swearing is being used especially between 

close friends which affect the intimacy and lower social distance and this is due to its 

feature and nature of informal and spoken (Adams, 2016; Author, 2012; Jefferson et al., 

1987; & Stapleton, 2003, 2010 as cited in Fagersten, 2017).  

Meanwhile in certain social contexts, people swear to create bonds and lift up 

spirit with each other especially in sports. Vingerhoets et al. (2013) mentioned that 

“swearing out of dissatisfaction leads to more group binding. This group binding in its 

turn can positively influence the emotional state of the person who swears.” (p. 300). 

This emphasis is fundamental and important as it highlights swearing in a positive point 

of view. In response to this matter, the offensiveness of swear words depends on the 

social context and culture the swearers are in. As stated by Harris (1990) as cited in 

Gauthier et al. (2015), swearing is perceived differently between generations and others 

might think that particular words are swear words but not for some people. 

As stated by Nurliyana and Paramasivam (2014), they identified some of the 

characteristics that distinguished swearwords which based on contexts. To illustrate 

more, they explained that it can be classified into three different contexts. First, swear 

words can be in general and not directed such as “goddamn, “shit” and “fuck”. Second, 

some swear words are intended to direct and target someone or something. For instance, 

“damn you” and “fuck it”. Next, there are also swear words that are purposed to insult 
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and offend someone like “asshole”, “idiot” and “fucker”.  On the other hand, a study 

done by Rajeswari (2016), he analysed by using and applying the theory from Crystal 

(1987) which listed ten functions of swear words. The users used swear words to express 

anger, surprise, disappointment, humour, disbelief, to promise and to convince.  

2.1.1 Categories of Swearing Based on Pragmatic Functions 

 If we examine a specific language phenomenon, we also have to take meaning 

and context into account. Pragmatics is a branch of linguistics study which deals with 

contexts that contribute to the meaning. According to Siddiqui (2018), he defined 

pragmatics as the hidden meaning of the writer and speaker which is also known as 

context-dependent aspect. The main aim of pragmatics is to interact with the addressee 

with the intended words of addressor. In other words, it concerns the systematic pattern 

of the language of the speakers used, not the grammatical function. In relation to this 

study, it is to find out the meaning behind the utterances of the swear words. These 

approaches signify the swearing by the functions it performs. 

 By looking at the prior research, there are numerous categories of swearing 

based on the pragmatic functions. As stated by Marsden (2009), she laid out that there 

were 6 major categories which are social, emphatic, humorous, aggressive, 

humour/aggression and monologue swearing. Social swearing is focussing on a speaker 

who uses swearing as a way of speaking in a specific community or group meanwhile 

for the emphatic swearing, it is used to emphasize his or her feeling about something. 

As for the humour swearing, people use swearing as a humorous aid to joke around. 

Another category is aggressive swearing whereby it is used for insulting, threatening or 

other aggressive purposes. Next category is humour/aggression swearing whereby it is 

usually used to tease someone but it has an aggressive edge towards it. Last but not least, 
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monologue swearing is a type of swearing in which the swearing is directed towards 

himself and it does not require someone to respond to it.  

Apart from that, other categories of swearing that could be found in the previous 

research were pinpointed from Pinker (2010). He classified the swearing into 5 

categories which are dysphemistic, abusive, idiomatic, emphatic and cathartic swearing. 

The classifications underlying the swearing behaviour by Pinker are almost similar to 

what Marsden also proposed. First, dysphemistic swearing meanwhile abusive swearing 

is used to insult and attack the hearer such as ‘fuck you’ and ‘son of bitch’. Next, 

idiomatic swearing is a type of swearing that deals with attracting a person’s attention 

or interest involved in an informal setting. For instance, ‘hell yeah’. Emphatic swearing 

is used to emphasise over something and as for the cathartic, it is used for something 

when unwanted things happen.  

 

2.2 ONLINE GAMES 

As the advancement of technology that we have today, online games seem to be 

a current trend and it is expected to have a higher and increasing demand in the future. 

Games have now evolved with readily accessible to be played on the Internet. As 

mentioned by Saarinen (2017), online games are games which are played using 

computer network, most of the cases often over the Internet connection. It is commonly 

played against other human players and competitively competes against with other 

human opponents. In this era of digitalisation, many people now are switched and opted 

for online gaming as it is easily accessible on the Internet and playing online really 

makes people become more enthusiastic and thrilled because there are many unknown 

players to compete outside the world.  It is also supported by Granic, Lobel and Rutger 
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(2017) that the element of online games is competitive in nature that has attracted people 

to be more keen and avid against the opponents.  

Rubijesmin, Norshakirah, and Mohd Taufik (2017) stated that Massively 

Multiplayer Online Game (MMOG) is now one of the widely distributed and mostly 

used online games especially among gamers. Back in 1970s, it is originally referred or 

known as Multi-Use Dungeons (MUD) which it was a text-based game that connected 

with players by using a mainframe computer through dumb terminal. However, today, 

people are now able to play games by seeing and interacting with each other in virtual 

worlds with the availability of three-dimensional (3D) graphics and high Internet access 

or connection.  

Other than that, Massively Multiplayer Online Games (MMOG) genre has 

interestingly offered online games into another level of excitement. Garrity (2013) 

explained that this relatively new genre draws a diverse demographic by bringing 

together those who enjoy playing using pen and paper and also computer games with 

people who enjoy socializing in a virtual world with other players. It can be seen that 

the evolutions of games have brought players to play and socialize or interact with 

others through such playing. There are numerous MMOG genre-games that have been 

invented and created day by day such as World of Warcraft, Player Unknown’s 

Battlegrounds (PUBG), Defense of the Ancients (DOTA), Counter-Strike: Global 

Offensive (CSGO) and many more.  

2.3 LIVE STREAMING 

With the emergence of Internet bandwidth and other technology services, live 

streaming has gone democratized and it is used pervasively among society nowadays. 
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According to Lu et al. (2018), live streams are powered by software that allows people 

to share their experiences which they can record things that happen around them at that 

moment such as live events, hold weekly talk shows, games and many more. In other 

words, it is used to create content and it varies depending on the users’ preferences. 

Besides that, Oxford English Dictionary describes live streaming as the transmission 

over the Internet of live video or audio coverage of an event (Lind, 2018). The concept 

it brings is similar to a live show that broadcasts on the television on radio, but you do 

not have to pay in order to book for the airtime to be broadcast on a certain channel. 

 

Figure 1: Stages involved in the live streaming process (Lind, 2018) 

Then, Lind (2018) further explained that there are few stages involved in the 

live streaming process which are capturing, encoding, processing, delivering and 

consumption. The Figure 1 above is the illustration for the stages of live streaming. It 

starts with capturing the footage and audio as it is a part of the production. Next, it 

continues with the encoding process whereby these recorded videos information will be 

transmitted into the computer that acts as an encoder. It will then process the raw media 

to cohesive product followed by sending it to a specified platform that hosts the live 

stream.  The platform will later play and stream the content which it usually takes up to 

two to fifteen seconds and finally, viewers can view and enjoy the video via the 

platform.  

Rodriguez-Gill et al. (2017) also supported that due to the rapid development of 

technology and the latest social trends, many popular platforms have been created and 
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invented like Youtube Live, Twitch TV, Instagram Live and Facebook Live. Rodriguez-

Gill et al. (2017) further described that it is designed to be able to be used in large 

amounts of size and wide range. However, even though it is live projected, these 

platforms are expected to experience technical delays due to Internet connection, large 

compression and other issues.  

In addition, according to Ham and Lee (2020), live streaming has its 

distinguishing feature which is ‘real-time’ whereas the streamers and viewers can 

communicate directly and virtually in real time. This can be seen in Korea, V-Live users 

can interact with their favourite K-pop stars in real time. As we are living in this wireless 

and borderless world, the demand for live-streaming services is increasing and getting 

higher. Thus, social network service providers such as Facebook, Instagram and others 

have actively-launched and offered live streaming services which any user can live-

stream his or her daily life activities or produce any entertainment content.  It is also 

supported by Recktenwald (2017) that people are now getting more creative by 

expanding various content for live streaming platforms which are cooking, painting, 

video games streaming and the recent one that we have today is eating broadcast or 

social eating like Mukbang. It has become a worldwide trend in which the host 

consumes large quantities of food while interacting with the audience. 

 

2.4 CONVERSATION ANALYSIS 

This research employed Conversation Analysis (CA) method and several 

principles underlying it in order to analyze the data and have a deeper insight in the 

human interaction studies. Albert (2017) stated that Conversation Analysis (CA) is an 
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inductive and a qualitative approach in gathering data concerning naturalistic 

interactions in conversations. In placing more emphasis, with well-structured 

descriptive tools, it helps and provides the researchers in examining and analyzing 

conversational talk and a thorough method to support the analysis (Hoey & Kendrick, 

2017). Generally, there are numerous researchers who use CA in their studies to explore 

human conversation or talk through face to face or online. It can be supported by 

Meredith (2019) whereby this type of qualitative method, CA can offer in-depth or 

comprehensive evidence on the nature of social interaction as it will be useful to 

contribute in debates pertaining to this particular topic.  

Sidnell (2015) mentioned that past studies conducted by some scholars in this 

area found that there were several fundamentals of this human social interaction which 

are action-sequencing, turn taking and repair. He further described that in essence, it is 

an organized set of patterns or practices involved in a particular conversation. Action-

sequencing means when any conversation is started with a complaint, request, invitation 

or question, then the responsive action will come after that makes it relevant as prior to 

the conversation. In other words, it is also called adjacency pairs whereby Tsui (2016) 

also mentioned that it is a part of conversational turn-taking which consists of two 

distinct utterances of two or more speakers that is one after another. Next, another 

fundamental underlying of CA practices is repair. Speakers might encounter problems 

of hearing, speaking or understanding depending on how the environment is. Repair 

plays a great role in a conversation in which it comprises a set of practices that can help 

in addressing the problem and resolving the issue.  
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2.5 CHAPTER SUMMARY 

This chapter presented on the previous literature in the field of swearing, and its 

categories based on the pragmatic functions. Other than that, the definitions and views 

by various scholars on online games were also explained thoroughly in this chapter.  

This paper also focuses on the past studies by numerous scholars towards the topic of 

live streaming. Since the method of conversation analysis was being employed in this 

study, further discussions are also provided in this subject matter.  

On top of that, there are several evaluations found within these literatures. One 

of them is there are different views on the swearing part and the connotations behind it. 

Besides, swearing is also served for different functions and categories based on the 

pragmatic context. Hence, alongside with the analysis done by previous studies, it plays 

important and essential roles in defining the essence of this study.  The methodology of 

this study will be discussed in the following chapter. They are in line with the ideas and 

results from the past studies carried out by the researchers.  
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CHAPTER THREE 

METHODOLOGY 

 

 

 

3.0 OVERVIEW OF THE CHAPTER  

 This chapter presents the methodology of this study which covers the research 

design, instruments and source of the data utilized in this course of study. This chapter 

also highlights the process of how the data is being collected and analysed.  

 

 

3.1 RESEARCH DESIGN 

A descriptive qualitative research design was used to answer the research 

questions in this study. It was carried out by using conversation analysis to discover the 

types of swear words used and factors that trigger the users to use swear words or foul 

language while playing online games. It is a qualitative method of research in which it 

focuses on exploring the interaction between two or more people in a natural 

conversation setting. This also can be supported by Mohajan (2018), the qualitative 

research design is described as an effective model that can be used by the researchers 

in order to analyze things that take place in a natural setting and also to develop a high 

level of participation in actual experiences in details.  

Other than that, according to Rahman (2017), a qualitative research approach is 

employed in order to be able to produce descriptions of the respondents’ experiences, 

feelings and opinions and interpreting the meanings of their actions and behaviours in 

detail. To add, this research design focuses on the description and interpretation which 

could lead to the development of new theories or concepts (Daniel, 2016). By utilising 
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this type of research design, the researcher was able to uncover the occurrences of swear 

words used among gamers in online games.  

 

 

3.2 INSTRUMENTS OF THE RESEARCH 

In this qualitative research study, the researcher acts as the primary instrument 

for data collection and data analysis. This can be supported by Xu and Storr (2012), this 

is regarded as the richness of qualitative data as the researcher plays the main and central 

role in data analysis. It signifies the significance of the researcher as the instrument and 

the abilities of conducting in-depth analysis and reflecting on the meaning of the 

observation data are all essential towards the success of a research. Thus, it can be seen 

that the researcher is being fully involved in the process of observing, collecting, 

analyzing and interpreting data for the research.  

 

 

3.3 SOURCE OF THE DATA  

Three gameplay videos consisting of two clips from Player Unknown’s 

Battlegrounds (PUBG) and one from Counter-Strike: Global Offensive (CSGO) were 

selected and identified from YouTube. YouTube was chosen as the main source of 

video directory due to its convenience of gaining numerous MMOG game footage. 

Additionally, Norizah and Lingam (2016) mentioned that YouTube is known for its 

popularity among people and it is notable as a video-sharing website that may lead to 

the occurrences of swearing which seems to appear on it.  

The data of this study consists of three distinct video clips of live streaming 

online games on YouTube that vary in length from four minutes to twenty-five minutes 

long. These three recordings were all dated in 2019 and 2020 and were taken in different 

settings. For the first recording, the duration is four minutes fifty-seven seconds and 
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there were three conversational participants involved in playing PUBG game. Then, the 

second one is thirteen minutes seven seconds long with the involvement of three 

participants playing the PUBG game as well. Last but not least, as for the third recording, 

the length of the video is twenty-five minutes ten seconds long with four participants 

involved. The actual video’s length for third recording is three hours long but due to 

time constraint, the researcher has put a limitation of time to only twenty-five minutes 

and ten seconds. Counter Strike Global Offensive (CSGO) was the online game that the 

participants played for the third recording.  

 

Item Caption Numbers of 

viewers 

Date Link to retrieve  

Recording 

Number 1 

Player 

Unknown’s 

Battlegrounds- 

Funny Moments 

w/friends!#1 

(Malaysia) 

1,260,983 30/042019 https://www.youtu

be.com/watch?v=e

MZFzRzUvdg 

Recording 

Number 2 

2 Idiots Playing 

PUBG 

277,765 15/06/2020 https://www.youtu

be.com/watch?v=i

EZAgYS1VxI 

Recording 

Number 3 

CSGO Live 

Streaming 2 

788 29/04/2020 https://www.youtu

be.com/watch?v=O

4BNOf28_Lo 

Table 1: Details of Selected YouTube Videos 
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3.4 METHODS OF DATA COLLECTION AND ANALYSIS  

 In order to determine the occurrences of swear words among Malaysian gamers 

in live streaming online games, both video and its transcription play crucial roles in 

interpreting and formulating the analysis of the study. First and foremost, the three 

videos were watched numerous times in order to have a better understanding and get 

the surface idea of what the videos were all about.  

Next, the videos were transcribed by the researcher manually since there are no 

subtitles or transcription provided. The videos then were transcribed word by word, 

mainly focussing on the interaction between the players involved, tone, volume, word 

choices and stress. After transcribing the data, the next step is to categorise the swear 

words based on the pragmatic functions and contexts in which this process is important 

for analyzing and interpreting. Based on the data obtained from the prior process, the 

researcher came out with possible themes then sorted out according to its functions and 

categories.  

The data then was analysed by using Conversation Analysis (CA) method due 

to its salient features which are ideal and best practice for data collection involving 

videos or recordings of the interactional situation. On the other hand, transcription is 

fundamental to CA research as the data can be repeatedly reviewed by people to the 

extent whereby it might offer evidence and answer for the research question or 

argument.  It is another explanation of why the CA technique is so useful when dealing 

with interaction study. It allows the transcriber to listen in great detail to a recording 

and not to miss out on any important information that could be useful for data analysis 

and discussions.  

According to Ayass (2015), The Jeffersonian Transcription is widely used and 

practiced in the transcription and CA”s world. Variations on Gail Jefferson’s 
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transcription conventions offer a level of detail that can be used and applied for the 

particular phenomena in question. In this study, the researcher has used this version of 

Gail Jefferson’s transcription conventions as reference to transcribe the data.  

 

 

↑     Rising tone 

↓     Falling tone 

→     Level tone 

£       ‘Smile’ voice 

°  °    Talk is quieter than surrounding talk 

CAPS  Talk is louder than surrounding talk 

Under  Speaker emphasis 

> <    Talk is faster than surrounding talk 

< >    Talk is slower than surrounding talk 

:::      Speaker stretches a sound 

[        Overlapping speech 

(.)      Gap of less than 1 second 

(1)     Gap in talk measured in seconds 

(guess) Speech has been guessed 

( )      Speech cannot be guessed 

((  ))  Extra information 

wo.rd   speaker pauses in the middle of a word 

=       Utterances have no gap between them (latching), or signifies when one speaker 

carries on speaking despite interruptions 

?       Rising inflection 
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In addition, as mentioned by Marsden (2009), there is also a transcription 

reference when it comes to transcription of conversation. It can be used when the 

researcher transcribes any part of the conversation, thus to make a reference of it.   

 

Figure 2: The transcriptions are referenced as above (Marsden, 2009) 

 As shown in Figure 2 above, the reference started with the bracket then followed 

by the researcher initial name. Then it moves to the details of the day and date whereas 

it is being transcribed.  Next is the recording length of the video started and lastly is the 

recording number. The full transcription of the three video clips are provided in the 

Appendix A. To add, in considering the ethical way of conducting this research without 

violating or revealing the participant’s privacy, the participants involved were made as 

anonymous which A was labelled as Participant 1, B for Participant 2 and C for 

Participant 3. Moreover, in the transcription of the videos, words that are bold with blue-

coloured are the swear words being uttered by the participant.  

3.5 CHAPTER SUMMARY 

This chapter discussed an overall view of the research methodology. It started 

with the explanation on the research design utilized in this study. Other than that, 

instruments of the research were also clarified in detail. In addition, source of the data 
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were provided and described with specific explanation. Furthermore, the methods of 

data collection and analysis were presented and explained. The following chapter 

presented the results and discussions of the study.  
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CHAPTER FOUR 

FINDINGS AND DISCUSSION 

 

 

 

4.0 OVERVIEW OF THE CHAPTER 

This chapter is divided into two major sections which comprise of findings and 

discussion. This section is presented and analyzed in order to answer the research 

questions of the study which are Research Question 1: What are the swear words used 

by Malaysian gamers in online streaming games? and Research Question 2: What are 

the interactional functions of swear words uttered by Malaysian gamers while playing 

online games?. Several discussions are also included and related to previous studies as 

well as based on the current study using illustrative examples from the data. 

 

 

4.1 SWEAR WORDS USED BY MALAYSIAN GAMERS IN ONLINE GAMES 

The swear words used by the participants and their lexical frequencies are listed and 

presented in Table 2.  

Swear Words Number of Times Used 

Bodoh (Stupid) 17 

Fuck  16 

Sial (Unlucky)  14 

Babi (Pig) 9 

Gila (Crazy) 4 

Anjing (Dog) 2 

Bitch  2 
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Mampus (Dead) 2 

Shit 2 

Celaka (Unlucky) 1 

Siot (Shit) 1 

Pukimak (Cunt) 1 

Bangang (Dumbass) 1 

Motherfucker 1 

Hanat (Asshole) 1 

                                                              Total: 73 

Table 2: English and Malay swear words used by the participants and their lexical 

frequencies 

 

Based on Table 2 above, a total of 14 English and Malay swear words were 

identified from the gameplay videos of MMORPG online games. ‘Bodoh, fuck, sial, 

babi and gila’ are selected as the top five words that the participants frequently used and 

uttered while playing online games in this study. Apparently, it can be found that the 

word ‘bodoh’ or stupid in English is the most commonly used swear words as the 

number of times used showing the dominance over other swear words. It is used 17 

times by the participants in all of the three video clips. These are the examples of the 

word ‘bodoh’ or stupid that were uttered among the participants: 

 

Extract 1 

[WNM:20:June24:(0.2.30):1] 

A:  Aku tak nampak sesiapa sial (2.0) susah betul nak tengok direction (6.5) korang 

mana (..) hah aku nampak dia (5.0) aku nampak dia  

(I can’t see anyone ‘unlucky’ (2.0) it is so hard to see the direction (6.5) where 

are you guys? (…) I see him (5.0) I see him) 
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C:  Eh biru bodoh (…) helmi: biru bodoh (2.0) cepat bodoh 

 (It’s blue ‘stupid’ (…) helmi: it’s blue ‘stupid’ (2.0) faster ‘stupid’) 

B:  hah aku nampak 

 (Huh I see it) 

C:  (  ) 

A:  ah come on 

 

As a matter of fact, multilinguals tend to swear and use curse words in their 

mother tongue rather than in their second language. This can be supported by Setiawan 

and Fatimatuzzahroh (2018) whereby they did some research on the relationship 

between second language acquisition and swearing. They found that uttering swear 

words in our first language or mother tongue is much stronger to be compared with the 

second language. Henceforth, the result of the present study agrees with this analysis in 

which it can be seen that the word ‘bodoh’ which is a Malay word stood up as the most 

used swear words among the participants while playing online games. This is because 

the mother tongue for Malaysians is Malay and people might get the satisfaction to 

swear by uttering it in Malay. The expression and its meaning also would hit differently 

if to compare by saying it in another language.   

Then, it followed by the word ‘fuck’ which was uttered 16 times by the 

participants and it is the second most frequently used after the word ‘bodoh’. The 

following instance below is the word ‘fuck’ that was being used and uttered among the 

participants.  
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Extract 2 

[WNM:20:June24:(0.2.41):2] 

B:  plea:se don’t kill us (4.5) kill fancy (6.5) he’s being mean to me 

C:  no:: kill him (8.8) kill him 

B:   [kill 

C:  [kill him 

B:  no↑ you shut up (6.6) kill fancy 

C:  weh: you shut up (10.0) you shut up 

B:   [you:: 

C:  [fuck you fuck you fuck you 

B:  NO↑ you shut up 

A:  okay dorang semua dah mati (10.0) now (5.5) jom next game: 

 (okay all of them already dead (10.0) now (5.5) lets next game:) 

Next, it can be seen that there were 14 times ‘sial’ or unlucky in English uttered 

by the participants while playing online games. Hence, it was ranked third in the 

frequency of occurrences of the swear words. These are examples of the word ‘sial’ 

used in this study: 
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Extract 3 

[WNM:20:June24:(0.3.06):1] 

A:  hahaha 

B:  dah GG (6.6) go go mingun (10.0) GO? [hahaha] 

 (It’s GG (6.6) go go mingun (10.0) GO? [hahaha] 

C:  [what] da fuck (..) nak aku go macam ni sial: 

 [what] da fuck (..) want me to go like this ‘unlucky:’)  

B:  aku dah berkoban (5.5) last minute kena tembak jugak sial 

 (I already sacrificed (5.5) last minute got shot also ‘unlucky’) 

A:  dekat kotak ni (5.5) ada ni do (15.5) loot         

 (nearby this box (5.5) it has here (15.5) loot)       

B:  tahu:: nak buat apa (..) macam dekat je sini 

 (I know:: what we need to do (..) it’s look like here) 

A:  [dekat biru] tu 

 [at that blue 

B:  [aku] nampak dia 

 [I] saw him  
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4.2 INTERACTIONAL FUNCTIONS OF SWEAR WORDS UTTERED BY 

MALAYSIAN GAMERS IN ONLINE GAMES 

To begin with, people use swear words to express their strong emotion. Some 

swear words can have many different connotations depending on the context and how 

it functions. According to Ljung (2011) as cited in Shakiba (2014), he defined the term 

‘function’ as the uses of swearing. Apart from that, there was a research done by 

Marsden (2009) which she studied and analyzed swearing in casual conversation. In her 

research, she categorised the swear words’ functions by considering few variables 

which are the intention of the speakers,  the function of the swearing performed in the 

conversation above the normal language and particular target for the swearing.  

Furthermore, Marsden (2009) found out that there were six major categories of 

swearing, namely social, emphatic, humorous, aggressive, humour/aggression and 

monologue swearing.  Hence, this study has employed and adopted the underlying 

categories from Marsden (2009) in order to determine the interactional functions of 

swear words uttered by the participants. The findings of this study revealed that there 

are four major categories of swearing which are social swearing, emphatic swearing, 

humorous swearing and aggressive swearing. 

 

 

4.2.1 Social Swearing 

According to Marsden (2009), this type of swearing is focussing on a speaker 

who uses swearing as a way of speaking in a specific community or group. Generally 

speaking, social swearing acts to promote and strengthen group solidarity or affinity. 

This is due to its mode or the way of talking that seems like a norm accepted within the 

group. The swear words uttered in the group are regarded as part of the normal talk 

among members. Besides, this also can be supported by Vingerhoets et al. (2013), this 
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collective or mutual swearing that primarily caused by frustration or anger towards 

something can improve the social connectedness and solidarity among group members. 

The following transcriptions below are the supporting evidence in regard to social 

swearing.  

 

Extract 4 

[WNM:20:June24:(0.8.05):03] 

Context: In this scene, both of the players were playing and carrying the mission as a 

team. One of them attacked the other opponents however at the same time both of them 

got attacked from another side. 

 

Figure 3: Screenshot of Counter Strikes gameplay 

 

B:  ada dua 

 (it has two) 

A:  [uuuu 

B:  [uuuih 

A:  kena BABI 

 (got shot PIG) 
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B:  satu lagi mati anjing 

 (another more died ‘dog’) 

A:  wuuuuu 

B:  babi:: tenang sudah bro (10.5) yellow yellow 

 (‘pig’:: relax bro (10.5) yellow yellow) 

A:  fuck uhmm 

B:  nice try nice try (15.0) hi watcher hi 

 

Extract 5 

[WNM:20:June24:(0.2.14):1] 

Context: In this scene, the team that consists of 3 players went outside and walked 

around the opponents’ territory. However, all of them got aimed from the side of the 

opponents and they were ready to bomb them.  

 

Figure 4: Screenshot of PUBG gameplay at 2 minutes 14 seconds 

B:  ada orang kat north (10.6) dia bising gila tadi 

 (there are people at north side (10.6) he is so ‘crazy’ loud) 

A:  ada orang tengah markup BABI:: aku kena aim 
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 (someone is markup ‘PIG’:: I got aimed) 

B:  kat mana (5.5) kat mana 

 (where (5.5) where) 

C:  [luar] 

 [outside] 

A:  [emmm::] south north 

C:  culprit 2 tengah drone (20.0) satu lagi belah kanan tengah flag ba::bi betul 

 (culprit 2 is using drone (20.0) one more is flag so ‘pig’) 

B:  yo yo belakang kau (5.5) belakang kau (10.0) north kau ada orang [babe] 

(yo yo at your back (5.5) at your back (10.0) at your north there is someone 

[babe] 

C:  [fuck] 

A:  aku tak nampak sesiapa sial (2.0) susah betul nak tengok direction korang 

mana (..) hah aku nampak dia (5.0) aku nampak dia  

 (I don’t see anyone ‘unlucky’ (2.0) it’s so hard to see direction of you guys (..) 

I saw him (5.0) I saw him) 

From the transcription of Extract 4 above, it can be seen that the swearwords in 

this context are part of the usual conversation of the participants as they include 

descriptive terms such as ‘babi, anjing and fuck’ in their talk to express emotions. 
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Similarly, in Extract 5, the participants also used swear words in their conversation like 

‘gila, babi and fuck’. Both of these examples were classified as social swearing because 

in this case, the swear words used by the participants were devoid of irregular focus, 

volume or tone.  

In addition, based on the results above, it shows that the participants used swear 

words with their teammates in order to differentiate themselves from other circles of 

communities. They might share the same meaning and understanding only within the 

group. In this case, some swear words may be perceived as something usual among 

themselves and the meaning behind the swear words uttered may be carried differently 

if it is being used with another group of people.  

As stated by Mukuni et al. (2016), the swear words may be used to establish the 

identity of a particular group. They further underpinned that sometimes swear words 

can act as a tool to distance ourselves with other speakers and distinguish with a social 

group as well as to symbolize the in-group status. This result also agrees with Jdetawy 

(2019) that there were several reasons on why people utter swear words including to 

assert themselves and establish their identity.  

 

4.2.2 Emphatic Swearing 

Emphatic swearing is also one of the interactional functions of swear words 

uttered by the participants in this study. As mentioned by Marsden (2009), this type of 

swearing is dealing with the speaker who uses swear words to emphasize his or her 

feeling towards something. The swear words here are not necessarily required to 

understand the sentence but it plays as additional words that are used for emphasis. To 

compare with social swearing, it is a bit different because the participants here are using 

swear words to act more than in-group status symbols. It can be distinguished with 
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several features that need to be looked at which are specifically on the tone, unusual 

stress and volume set on the swear words. These are the examples of transcription that 

can be implied on the emphatic swearing. 

 

Extract 6 

[WNM:20:June24:(0.1.26):2] 

Context: Player A and B played this game as one team and they tried to strategize their 

way to go to the area of opponents and want to know their whereabouts. One of them 

lost and felt worried because she did not have any weapon or map.  

 

Figure 5: Screenshot of PUBG gameplay at 1 minute 26 seconds 

A:  kena diam terus (6.6) padan muka kau hhh 

 (were asked to shut up (6.6) serve you right hhh) 

B:  where am I going 

A:  nak gi mana fluffy (10.6) where you wanna go: dekat tengah tengah tu? Weh 

aku takde weapon GILA:: 
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(where do you wanna go fluufy (10.6) where you wanna go: at the middle? I 

have no weapon CRAZY::) 

B:  aku: kau katne [wait] 

 (I: where are you [wait] 

A:  [kau katne kau] katne weh:: korang katne do: (4.5) weh aku kat mana sial 

(10.0) lawak gila (8.5) aku tak tengok map gila:: 

 [where are you] where:: where are you guys: (4.5) where am I ‘unlucky’ 

(10.0) so funny ‘crazy’ (8.5) I don’t refer to any map ‘crazy’:: 

B:  apa sial (6.5) cane boleh gi situ (20.4) alamak naik pulak aku 

 (why ‘unlucky’ (6.5) how you can go there (20.4) oh no I need to go up) 

 

Extract 7 

[WNM:20:June24:(0.2.25):1] 

Context: Player A, B and C were a team. In this scene, their enemies were attacking and 

targeting them while they were in a hideous spot. 

C:  [luar] 

 [outside] 

A:  [emmm::] south north 

C:  culprit 2 tengah drone (5.0) satu lagi (4.3) belah kanan tengah flag ba::bi betul 

 (culprit 2 is using drone (5.0) one more (4.3) at your right is flag so ‘pig’) 
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B:  yo yo → belakang kau (5.5) belakang kau (3.3) north kau ada orang ↑ 

 (yo yo → at your back (5,5) your back (3.3) your north there is someone↑) 

C:  fuck 

A:  aku tak nampak sesiapa sial (2.0) susah betul nak tengok direction korang 

mana (..) hah aku nampak dia (5.0) aku nampak dia  

 (I can’t see anyone ‘unlucky’ (2.0) it’s so hard to see the direction of you guys 

(..) I saw him (5.0) I saw him 

 

From Extract 6, it can be seen that player A said “weh aku takde weapon GILA::” 

in which here she wanted to emphasise that she did not have the weapon by inserting 

the word ‘gila’. The word ‘gila’ here mainly acts for the purpose of emphasising over 

the statement before it. The next part of the findings is based on the Extract 7, it can be 

seen that Player C mentioned the word ‘babi’ as emphasising that someone was marking 

and targeting him on the right side. He wanted to emphasise that they are in danger.  

This type of swearing can be recognized and attained through the syntactic 

structure and additional stress on the words. There are also some cases that the speakers 

emphasise their swear words by using extra stress, pauses in the middle of the word and 

elongated enunciation. In the examples above, it can be clearly seen that there are 

stresses on the word ‘gila’ and ‘babi’ which could indicate that there is force imposed 

on the messages that are intended to convey. Besides, this is considered as emphatically 

because Kristy (2012) as cited in Wulandari (2017) proposed a theory on the emphatic 

swearing whereby this type of swearing refers to the utterances of swearing by using an 
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excited tone of narrative and insistence. Apart from that, most of the time, swear words 

are inserted as additional adjectives in emphatic swearing. For example, ‘very fucking 

calm’ or ‘he is such a fucking weird. 

As mentioned by Pluszczyk (2015), one of the functions of swearing is to 

emphasize which is in respect of one’s feelings or emotions. He further elaborated that 

emphatic swearing is not just only viewed as contextually inappropriate or offensive, 

thus the decision it carries would not always be limited to be in negative aspect. In this 

case, emphatic swearing such as, ‘gila’ or ‘babi’ does not seem to be inappropriate in 

such a way that could offend the hearers. It is just simply used to emphasise the 

statements that other people might use the same way to express it.  

 

4.2.3 Humorous Swearing 

 Apart from social and emphatic swearing, humorous swearing also plays a part 

as the interactional function of the swear words uttered. This type of swearing carries 

the pragmatic meaning of humour and use swearing as a humorous aid. It often occurs 

with laughter and jokes and also storytelling sequences. According to Marsden (2009), 

she defined the humorous event as anything with a laughter voice in which the speaker 

and the hearers laugh during or after the utterance of the swear words. Here is one of 

the examples of the data transcription that is related and falls in the category of 

humorous swearing.  

Extract 8 

Context: The players were strategizing the plan to attack the enemies. In this scene, it 

could be seen that one of them was stuck for a few seconds.  
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Figure 6: Screenshot of PUBG gameplay  

B:  eh gerak ah ah ah eh 

 (eh move ah ah) 

C:  eh sana [eh gerak ahh] 

 (eh over there [move ah] 

B:  [stuck stuck] what the fuck 

A:  BODOH! 

 (STUPID!) 

C:  [HAHAHA] 

A:  [hahaha] hah tu dia pakai 

 [hahaha] that’s what he uses 

B:  crossbow je pun sedih gila [hahaha] 
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 (‘crazy’ sad only crossbow [hahaha] 

A:  [hahaha] 

C:  jap (…) ni: tempat yang dah loot eh 

 (wait (..) here already loot or not) 

B:  tak:: 

 (not::) 

Based on the Extract 8 above, Player B was stuck during the game and there was 

the utterance of swear word ‘what the fuck’ to express his frustration at that particular 

time. Then, his teammate said to him ‘bodoh’ and laughed together as they might think 

that it was funny to be in a stuck condition. In this example, it can be seen that the word 

‘bodoh’ belongs to humorous swearing as they uttered it in such informal and playful 

tones, not being offensive in any manner.  

As explained by Susetyaningsih (2014), humorous swearing happens when the 

utterances of the swear words are expressed in a joyful and humorous way. This kind 

of swearing is used to promote solidarity and unanimity in a group. However, the use 

of swearing in humor may also sometimes lead to negative reactions of 

others, specifically when the humor used is perceived as offensive to an individual or 

group. This is due to swearing is regarded as conversational most of the time and not 

highly confrontational.  
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4.2.4 Aggressive Swearing 

 This type of swearing generally encompasses the swearing that is used for 

insulting, threatening or other aggressive purposes. It acts like a weapon to the hearers 

because the swear words used here might be a little bit harsh and aggressive. Other than 

that, this category  

 

Extract 9 

[WNM:20:June24:(0.3.45):2] 

Context: In this scene, Player A and C were in a team whereby they need to go 

somewhere to accomplish the mission. On their way there, it was spotted that there was 

one opponent attacking them and they did not expect that.   

C:  yes go ahead 

A:  where? 

C:  on your left 

A:  where 

C:  on your left 

A:  to the left (3.0) to the left (6.5) weh oh mak belah kanan ANJING (...) kau 

memang HANAT! 

 (to the left (3.0) to the left (6.5) ohh it’s on your left ‘DOG’ (…) you are such 

an ‘asshole’! 

C:  gong gong 
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A:  dorang belah kanan fluffy (10.0) how dare you↑ you can do this 

 (they are at the right side fluffy (10.0) how dare you you can do this) 

C:  ganbatte 

 (fighting) 

A:  bye okay lets next match 

 

Extract 10 

[WNM:20:June24:(0.22.45):3] 

Context: Player A and B were on their way to shoot their enemies. However, out of 

sudden, one of them got attacked by their enemies and they felt angry and irritated with 

their enemies’ action. 

 

Figure 7: Screenshot of gameplay of Counter-Strikes:Global Offensive  
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B:  fuh nice (4.5) tah lah aku rasa dia gi city weh 

 (fuh nice (4.5) I don’t know I think he goes to the city) 

A:  bodoh BANGANG! ahh anjing 

 (‘stupid DUMB! dog’) 

B:  babi hhh. kau high key bodoh 

 (‘pig hhh: you are on a high key stupid) 

A:  tak nampak (3.5) berdebar BA::bi satu lagi 

 (cannot see (3.5) nervous ‘pig’ one more thing) 

B:  connector 

A:  apa benda dia ni patah balik 

 (what’s wrong with him make a U-turn) 

B:  jom ah takpe aku bawa bom 

 (let’s go I bring the bomb) 

 

Based on the Extract 9, player A uttered the word ‘anjing’ and ‘hanat’ to vent 

out his frustration towards the opponents that suddenly attacked him without any notice. 

He cursed and insulted without his target hearing in which at that time, he only uttered 

the two swear words among his teammates. This is to let his teammates know that he 

was so angry and frustrated towards their opponents. Similarly, the situation is also the 

same in Extract 10 whereby Player A was so frustrated after he got attacked by his 
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enemies. He used the swear words ‘bodoh’,’bangang’ and ‘anjing’ to express his anger 

at that particular time.  

In regards to this study, the feeling of frustration may occur when playing games 

either in an aggressive or non-aggressive way. This can be supported by Saarinen (2017) 

which he investigated the gaming behavior among gamers and found that the lack of 

skill and mastery towards a particular game’s control results in frustration. Apart from 

that, as reported by Suler (2004) as cited in Saarinen (2017), she identified a 

phenomenon related to online or digital communication which is called online 

disinhibition effect. This phenomenon happens when people would say something 

hostile or harsh while being online, however in face-to-face interactions they will not 

say and do that. This is due to the anonymity of the online or digital communication 

including the online games.  

Moreover, it is further acknowledged by Breuer, Scharkow and Quandt (2015), 

competitiveness and eagerness to win against the opponents may heighten the 

frustration among users while playing games. It is essential to note that with these 

overwhelmed feelings and surroundings, swearing could be one of the ways to reduce 

and cope with it. By having an abundance of swear words to choose from, swearing is 

considered as the most common way to express frustration and anger. Similarly, as 

reported by Ritschel (2018), that is how usually people manifest their expressions and 

some may be doing it without control or unconsciously. It also acts like a pain reliever 

as we let and express our emotions out.  
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4.3 CHAPTER SUMMARY 

 This chapter presented the results and discussions of the study in detail in order 

to answer the research questions of this study. Based on the findings above, there were 

14 different types of English and Malay swear words used by Malaysian gamers while 

playing online games in this study. In addition, it was found out that each of the swear 

words carried distinct interactional functions based on the pragmatic context. There 

were four categorizations fall under it in this study which are social swearing, emphatic 

swearing, humorous swearing and aggressive swearing. 
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CHAPTER FIVE 

CONCLUSION  

 

 

5.0 OVERVIEW OF THE CHAPTER 

 This last chapter of this study discusses the conclusions of the study, 

implications of the study as well as the limitations encountered by the researcher for 

this study and lastly, the recommendations for future research.  

 

 

5.1 CONCLUSION OF THE STUDY 

 The research has reported on the occurrences of swear words among Malaysian 

gamers in live streaming online games on YouTube. This study has been analysed based 

on conversation analysis approach. The research questions of this study are as below: 

RQ 1: What are the swear words used among the participants in online games? 

RQ 2: What are the interactional functions of swear words uttered by Malaysian 

gamers in online games? 

From the study, the researcher gets to identify the swear words used among 

Malaysian gamers in live streaming online games. The main findings indicate that 

Malaysian gamers tend to swear when playing online games. Swearing is a form of 

expression and this could lead to the occurrences of swear words. It can be seen that 

Malaysian gamers used swear words to express their emotions and feelings. There were 

a total of 14 English and Malay swear words uttered with 73 lexical frequencies as a 

whole representing for all of three video clips of live streaming online games.  
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The fact that swearing can be used and associated in many interesting ways 

somehow contributing and adding to the colour and beauty of the language. When 

discussing the functions of swearing in a pragmatic aspect, there were four major 

categories of swear words that consist of social swearing, emphatic swearing, humorous 

swearing and aggressive swearing found in this study. This study has shown that there 

are several reasons on why people choose to swear which it serves as pragmatic 

functions. It deems as a valuable part of a speaker’s language that enables them to have 

vast of variety and expression in their speech. 

 

5.2 IMPLICATIONS OF THE STUDY 

 The fact that there are utterances of swearing used among the gamers while 

playing online games in this study seems to be said that it is an acceptable norm among 

the participants these days in which they used the swear words to express their feelings. 

Interestingly, this study shows that swearing plays many important functions in 

language and it brings contributions to the research world especially in linguistics 

studies. In addition, this study could also benefit to the social science field especially 

for language courses as it investigates on how the way people interact with others online.  

Even though there are some research that studies on the etymology of 

swearwords and their appearance in literature and the media, only few studies have 

examined how swearwords are used in conversation. Moreover, these days the demands 

for the online games industry are keep rising and here it is relevant and significant to 

have a deeper analysis of the conversational interaction between gamers.  
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5.3 LIMITATIONS OF THE STUDY 

There are a few limitations that the researcher encountered in this study. First, 

due to time constraints, the number of data has been limited to three video clips of 

gameplay only. Other than that, the researcher has set a limitation for the duration of 

the videos that are must not exceed 30 minutes because of not having enough time to 

transcribe and analyse. Furthermore, the sample of this study cannot cover all of the 

gamers, specifically in Malaysia, thus the results cannot be generalized to all gamers 

across Malaysia. 

 

5.4 RECOMMENDATION FOR FUTURE RESEARCH  

Upon completion of this study, there are a few recommendations that the 

researcher wants to highlight in order to assist for future studies. 

This study could be done more in a larger data or corpus by adding more 

numbers of video clips for data analysis process. Thus, there will be more varieties of 

the swear words used among the participants and it will enlarge to a more detailed 

discussion and analysis of the research. Other than that, the study of swearing 

phenomenon is still scarce of resource within the area of Malaysia, hence it is worthy 

of further exploration by future researchers. Furthermore, future research could also 

gain benefit in exploring the interesting phenomenon in a wider or another aspect.  
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APPENDIX A 

 

 

RECORDING NUMBER 1 

Paticipants: A, B and C 

Context: These three players were played PUBG game in one team. They need to 

accomplish the mission, however there are challenges to the way of it since their 

enemies were attacking and targeting them.  

A: ohh:: SHIT dia dah ada kat atas tu (2.0) [dia ada weapon] dia ada weapon lari:: 

B: [aku nampak] dia (,) aku nampak dia 

C: jom kita serbu ramai-ramai (2.0) jom aku ada magnum 

A: [jap] 

C: [ramai-ramai] jom serbu 

A: dah dah:: aku dah [habis loot dah] 

B: [[shortcut woi]] 

C: [[masuk sama masuk]] sama 

A: aku ada UMV dekat khai ni (2.0) tengok dia dekat khai 

B: no no dia dekat atas tu (2.0) dia dekat rumah tu 

C: jom (2.0) ramai-ramai 
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B: lets go:: swat 

A: lets go: bitch 

B: surrender [mother fucker] 

A: [wohooo] 

C: yo yo yo we coming better you run bro (3.0) better you run (…) BRO? we coming 

A: HAHAHA .hhh 

C: BRO? 

B: ni: dalam bilik [atastas] 

C: [check atas] atas check atas 

A: japgi dia lari kan (4.5) turun bawah 

B: check bilik [check bilik] 

C: [dia] lari turun bawah 

A: eh sana lah 

B: eh gerak ah ah ah eh 

C: eh sana [eh gerak ahh] 

B: [stuck stuck what the fuck 

A: BODOH! 
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C: [HAHAHA] 

A: [hahaha] hah tu dia pakai 

B: crossbow je pun sedih gila [hahaha] 

A: [hahaha] 

C: jap (…) ni: tempat yang dah loot eh 

B: tak:: 

C: alamak korang loot ah (2.0) takpe korang loot ah aku tinggal base (..) base pulak 

(..) aku tinggal rumah depan depan tu 

A: slrrrpp 

C: mintak mintak takde orang o::kay 

B: jap (…) dah terbukak sial 

A: (()) 

B: diorang dah bukak 

C: weh jom gerak sekali empat-empat YO? 

A: woi woi aku kena tembak WOI WOI whoa whoa [tolong aku tolong aku 

C: [jap jap 

A: whoa whoa kurang ajar (2.0) woi woi BABI? 

C: what the fuck 
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A: WOI WOI kau KILL aku BODOH? [WHAT THE FUCK] 

C: [hahahaha] 

B: [hahahaha bapak la sial 

A: (()) what the fuck bitch 

C: shit laa 

B: ada orang kat north dia bising gila tadi 

A: ada orang tengah markup BABI:: aku kena aim 

B: kat mana kat mana 

C: [luar] 

A: [emmm::] south north 

C: culprit 2 tengah drone (5.0) satu lagi (4.3) belah kanan tengah flag ba::bi betul 

B: yo yo → belakang kau (5.5) belakang kau (3.3) north kau ada orang ↑ 

C: fuck 

A: aku tak nampak sesiapa sial (2.0) susah betul nak tengok direction korang mana (..) 

hah aku nampak dia (5.0) aku nampak dia  

C: eh biru bodoh (…) helmi: biru bodoh (2.0) cepat bodoh 

B: hah aku nampak 
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C: (()) 

A: ah come on 

C: value mati do 

B: north north aku jaga 

C: pastu dia sempat tembak lagi tu hah mampus kau hahaha 

A:hahaha 

B: dah GG go go mingun GO? [hahaha 

C: what da fuck (..) nak aku go macam ni sial: 

B: aku dah berkoban last minute tembak jugak sial 

A: dekat kotak ni ada ni do loot                  

B: tahu:: nak buat apa (..) macam dekat je sini 

A: [dekat biru tu 

B: [aku nampak dia 

C: the fuck (6.5) perlu bergerak what the fuck 

B: ada orang dalam ni eh 

A: HAHAHA 

B: hah ada orang ke dalam tu 
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A: emm tu akm (..) a.k a.k (..) sebab ada skop 

C: weh ada orang what the fuck [HAHAHA?] 

A: [HAHAHA            

B: ((takyah takyah)) 

C: takyah. kau tunggu luar kau tunggu luar? 

A: kau tak gi training [ke 

B: [woi woi  

A: HAHAHA 

B: what the FUCK? aku tak perasan la sial 

C: jom jom jom kita perang 

B: bodoh aku tak nampak pape bodoh 

C: lek lek lek 

A:  mat aku ada pistol je 

C: lek lek korang (...) ada orang kat sini sabar sabar jap jangan keluar jangan keluar 

B: ada dua orang tau 

C: keluarkan shotgun kau bodoh (2.0) 

A: [shortgun apa 
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C: [what the FUCK?] 

B: ada sebelah kanan mat (..) sebelah kanan (..) aku nampak [aku nampak 

C: [tau tau dia dekat kanan 

A: biar biar takpe kita tunggu je 

C: [kau kat tengah 

B: [satu squad satu squad 

A: (( jap jap )) aku ikut korang ah (2.0) aku takde pape tau 

C: mana peluru shotgun do asal takde (...) ba:bi betul 

B: okay atas atas (2.0) dua orang down dua orang down 

A: jap jap jangan jangan 

B: ready ready 

C: empat kill empat kill dah empat kill 
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APPENDIX B 
 

Recording Number 2 

 

Participants: A, B and C 

Context: They were playing PUBG game and they need to shoot their enemies to 

obtain the points.  

 

A: you are so:: gay→ and I don’t care:↑ 

B: weh → aku on mic ni (14.5) kau tahu kan Bing 

A: why you never told me (5.0) so korang nak cakap akak pondan ye kau memang 

celaka > biar akak < tunjuk korang (4.5) macam mana nak main ye:: 

B: akakkk↑ 

A: hi kambing. are you for real?? 

A: never mind↓ (5.5) let me wear something 

B: hari ini:: cikgu mau mengajar korang (4.5) ca:↑ ra cara untuk main (6.5) muktamad 

A: hello 

B: weh↑ how to go down (6.7) I’ve never played before 

A: dude:: shut up↑ 

C: oh: 

B: no→  you shut up↑ how dare you: (7.5)  hello? 
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C: hello (5.4) hello shut up 

A: £hahaha 

B: you ask me to shut up? how dare you (7.5) don’t let me slap your face  

A: kena diam terus;; PADAN muka kau hhh£ 

B: where am I going? 

A: nak gi mana fluffy (5.5) you wanna go: dekat tengah tengah tu? Weh aku takde 

weapon GI:la: 

B: aku (5.5) kau katne [wait] 

A: [kau katne kau] katne weh:: korang katne do: (4.5) weh aku kat mana SIAL (10.0) 

lawak gila aku tak tengok map gila:: 

B: apa sial cane boleh gi situ (20.4) alamak↑ naik pulak aku 

A:   okay lets go there:: dude fluffy→  where are you from 

B: from Indonesia #doneclaim 

A: £ hahaha 

B: [ahhh] 

A: [asal] asal 

B: OH MY: GOD (3.4): sedih kena tembak tu 

A:  bukan kau kena tembak pun mana takde damage pun 
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C: why why follow me guys 

B: because I like you 

C: okay 

B: mana kambing you’re missing all the fun 

A:  I’m going↑ maybe aku boleh berenang (5.6) sabar eh I’m on the way 

C: why? why (5.5) why kill me [why] 

B: [why] 

A: what happened? 

B:  why↑ 

C: why kill me (7.6)  please don’t kill me please 

B: please don’t kill us (10.0) kill fancy↑ he’s being mean to me:: 

C: NO! kill him (5.6) kill him 

B: [kill 

C: [kill] him 

B: no↑ you shut up (5.5) kill fancy 

C: >weh you shut up<  you shut up 

B:   [you 
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C: [fuck you] fuck ↑you fuck you 

B: no (5.6) you shut up 

A: okay dorang semua dah mati now jom next game 

-Match B-  

A: hello? 

B: hello 

C: eh heyy↑ where are you from 

A: im from (5.6) vietnam 

C: ohh vietnam:: 

B:   [haluu::] 

A: [vietnam] number one 

C: oihh: suddenly vietnam number one (10.5) are you kidding me? You know 

what(4.5) maybe I should google translate vietnam wait a minute (10.0) uhm hunter? 

A:  yeah yeah→ 

C: Toi men ban 

B: maksudnya apa tu 

C: I love you 
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B: bodoh bodoh apa: 

A: I love you too£ 

C: we better not die okay (10.6) kena rapatkan saf (5.5) dekat dekat 

B: aku tak reti main:: (5.5) bing serious 

C: kau ingat↑aku reti: 

B: seramlah: (5.5) oh mak↑ kau PUKIMAK (6.5) bodoh sia:: 

C:  tepilah 

B: aaa hunter 

A: [aaaa] 

B: [we are the] champion ehhh↑terkejut (4.5) sial bodoh 

C: £hahaha 

B: terkejut bodoh:: 

C: apa jadi do↓ 

B: taktau (7.6) tiba tiba (2.5) dia muncul depan aku 

C:  £haha yeke 

B: sorry sorry↓  kap khun kap (6.7) menjerit takde niat (10.0) bunyi tapak kaki do→ 

C: how do you hear that? 
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B: using my ears 

C: £ wow (10.6) im gonna spectate coz I died 

B: well im not going to spectate because Im not dead aaaaa 

A: jangan amik weapon (12.5) basically cakap dengan orang je: 

B:  ha↑ tu tu 

A: hello 

B: hello don’t shoot me 

A: jap jap (5.5) kejap bodoh (5.9) [jap] 

B: [I come] don’t shoot me don’t shooooottt kau bodoh 

A: aku tak boleh (5.5) aku nak nak mute kau (...) kau bergema gila:  

C: hello im here: (4.5) hi hi 

B: dia dah lari kot (5.5) dia dah lari 

A: hai I don’t have weapon hello (6.5) hi 

C: hello motherfucker 

A: haa aku dah cakap kan (10.5) dah la hah mati kau (4.4) malas nak layan (5.0) you 

know what? maybe we should be in a team yang ada mic 

B: anak anjing anak kucing, start dulu jom 

A:  hello:: 
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B: can you speak chinese? 

A: do I speak what 

B: can you speak chinese 

A: I don’t understand fluffy (5.5) help fluffy? 

C: £hahaha 

A: sorry I cant speak chinese 

B: okay↓   

A: where you from 

B: china 

A:   where to be specific 

B: yunnan (5.5) do you know? 

A: no (10.5) where 

B: in china hahaha£  

A: hahaha (7.5) oh my god↑  ada ni oh my god (5.5) fluffy let me show you something 

(10.5)  let me hello number four? 

C: nama dia bloodzk 

A: number four come here↑      
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C: one eh bodo:: masalahnya (5.5) aku yang mampus gi:la: aku yang mampus 

A: eh macam mana kena [kau] 

B:  [£hahaha] 

C: kau aim sana (6.5) aku yang mampus gi:la→ 

A: weh aaa↑ sumpah (6.5) aku tak tembak kau (5.5) kau nampak kan? 

C: aa anjing blood (5.5) look:: she shooting me: 

A: sapa suruh kau duduk belakang aku 

C: huuuhuu oh mak ↑ mak kau ANJING 

A: mana bodoh wait (5.5) let me check that for you 

C; yes (5.5) go ahead 

A: where? 

C: on your left 

A: where 

C: on your left 

A: to the left (3.0) to the left (6.5) weh oh mak belah kanan ANJING (...) kau memang 

HANAT! 

C: gong gong 
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A: dorang belah kanan fluffy (10.0) how dare you↑ you can do this 

C: ganbatte 

A: bye okay lets next match 

A: zimzalabim 

B: zim [zim 

A: [zimzim zalabim 

B: teh o ais 

C: hello how to follow 

B: how to follow 

C: I’m a newbie and I don’t know 

B: you are newbies? 

C: yes and I’m a rookie 

B: whats a rookie 

C: uhm uhm a new player 

B: you need to say zimzalabim 

C: zimzalabim zalabim 

A: hahaha 
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C: that’s the magic word right? 

B: that’s the magic word so you can get the chicken dinner (10.0) press f 

C: I press F already I don’t know where to turun uhm go down 

A: where to turun 

B: whats a ‘turun’? 

C: uhm go down go down I’m a Malay sorry sorry my English is too bad sorry 

B: it’s okay we understand you ve::ry completely 

C: ni:ce: where are you guys from? From uhm:: planet pluto or from Venus 

A: dia buat lawak ke 

B: taiwan 

C: ohh taiwan people hello 

A: zimzalabim zim zim zalabim 

C: number three are you single? 

A: hey 

B: three is me (2.0) are you asking me? 

C: oh I heard a woman’s voice but [I don’t know 

B: how dare you you thought I’m gay 
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A: hahaa 

C: noo:! I thought you are a woman 

A: yeah but I’m number two not number three 

C: oh number two:: I see I see sorry sorry my bad 

B: I am single 

A: hahaa 

C: oh: I asked the girl I asked the girl I’m not I don’t gay 

B: okay okay 

A: we should stick together lah (6.6) aku tak dengar tembakan kat mana 

B: kalau aku cakap anjing dia faham tak? 

A: faham la GI:laa: oh you know what (6.5) aku aku ada idea fluffy 

B:  aha? 

A: oh no what mati alaa:: jom pergi dekat dia 

C: bye guys (6.5) bye number two: 

A: spectate us 

B: weh (5.5) dia bye number dua je (6.6) celaka sis 

A: fluffy→  kau cakap number two is anjing 
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B: anjing lu: 

A: weh (5.5) aku mati (6.5) aku mati 
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APPENDIX C 

 

RECORDING NUMBER 3 

 

Participants: Player A, B and C 

Context: They were playing Counter-Strike: Global Offensive together as a team. 

Player A were doing the live streaming showing the gameplay and the situation of the 

game. They need to accomplish their mission to get the points.  

 

A: tak tidur lagi ke guys 

B: nice try 

A: alamak 

B: 1 down 

A: ada dua side do:: bawah kau eh (5.5) bawah kidi 

B: ada dua 

A:  [uuuu] 

B: [uuuih] 

A: ke::na babi: 

B: satu lagi mati (20.0) anjing 

A: wuuuuu 
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B: babi: tenang sudah (6.5) bro yellow yellow 

A: fuck uhmm 

B: nice try nice try (15.0) hi watcher hi 

C: last (5.5) last boek (6.5) nice move bro:: 

B: eh (3.4) macam mana nak bawak shot eh→ 

C: boleh smoke shot dari sini tak? dari mana angle dia 

A: hello ramdaley wassup 

B: susah eh 

C: kau baik eh 

B: wait wait one thirty one thirty  

C: fifty one 

B: test one city one 

A: scope scope eh babi 

B: nice 

A: hang on tight mampUS↑ 

B: saja nak try duduk atas (10.5) dapat view tinggi sikit hhh 

A: £ hahaHA 
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C: one shot (10.5) one shot 

B: right side (6.5) right side 

A: mana kau katne 

B: kat depan one d shot 

C: side [side 

B: [side] (10.5) shot 

A: fuh 

B: dia tungguh uih 

A: tah aku pulak berhenti 

B: uhm jap nak rush b 

C: boleh boleh 

B: rush b I have smoke kau tunggu jap biar aku smoke dulu 

C: right side right side 

B: turun turun 

A: fuh babi:: asal tak mati dia↑      

B: dia tu:: okay (5.5) dah mati↑      

A: £haha serious ar 
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C: oh my god.. four seconds of legend 

B: WHATT (5.5) four second bro 

A: 200 IQ 

B: kau okay (5.5) kau split (6.5) kau split 

C: come on man↑   

B: under under (5.5) connector (6.4) connector berapa 

C: asal takde smoke 

A:   [aduh 

B: gg ah takde coordination 

A: you must wait here to get one 

B: sedap weh(5.4) kena bantai teruk 

A: masalahnya dorang pun takleh bawa 

B: bukan dia tak (4.5) tak coordinate sekali 

A: aduh lagi satu bodoh 

B:  aik↑   

A: silap bodoh hhh 

B: takpe ah weh (10.5) jom roy gi beach (4.5) ada lagi satu push tau (2.5) yang lepas 
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A: aduh bantai siott haih 

B: takpe ah takpe → warm up (6.5) warm up 

C: kau tengok apa 

B: dia ada.. 

A; ambik kau (20.0) kau buat apa kat sini 

B: shot (5.4) shot 

C: reverse (6.5) reverse reverse 

A: whattt 

C: oh my god man 

B: lets go 

A: must keep going baik mat 

B: bodoh→laa 

A: bodohnyaa aku gi fight buat apa 

B: kau tengok ah↑ dia laju:: 

C: the shot jungle (10.5) the shot jungle 

B:  ada dua 2 v [shot[ 

A: [2 v ] shot? 
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B: hah (20.0) one still last 

C:  fuh 

B: fuh nice (4.5) tah lah aku rasa dia gi city weh 

A: bodoh BANGANG! ahh anjing↑ 

B: babi hhh. £kau high key bodoh 

A: tak nampak (3.5) berdebar babi satu lagi:: 

B:  connector 

A: [apa] benda dia ni→ patah balik: 

B:   [jom ah] takpe aku bawa bom 

C: gi shot 

A: AHH↑      

B: tu paling BODOH sial  

A: why u don’t cover me bro::  

  

 

 

 


